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Abstract. We present a strategy and algorithms for displaying a meaningful view of structured 
objects uch as programs on a screen of limited size. The methods introduced here are language- 
independent; they were developed for the implementation f C6page, a structural editor making 
full use of modem display technology. The algorithms are linear with respect o the number of 
nodes in the syntax tree. 
We use a formal model of the screen allocation, the 'calculus of windows', which makes it 
possible to reason about he display process at a proper level of abstraction. A systematic approach 
was followed, in which a number of 'invariants' and 'attributes' were defined before the actual 
construction of the algorithms and data structures, and served as a basis for their development; 
the paper describes the methodology used and includes a semi-formal correctness proof of the 
main algorithm, which involves mutually recursive procedures. 
1. Introduction 
1. I. The need for structural views of software objects 
One of the basic ideas which are making their way into advanced programming 
environments is that software engineering tools should be able to deal with the 
various objects they have to handlemprograms, design documents, specifications, 
test data, schedules, maintenance reports, user manuals, etc.--in terms of their 
structure, not just as if they were mere sequences of characters. This is all the more 
important since these objects are often quite complex. It is only through the 
application of this idea that one can lay the foundations for true Computer-Aided 
Design of software. 
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Tools which manipulate objects through their structure make it possible, at least 
in principle, to perform very sophisticated operations, affecting entire sub,structures. 
There is, however, an important problem to be solved before such operations can 
be made usable in a safe, practical and efficient way: if the tools know about the 
object structure, then so should the users. This calls for providing users, at each 
step of the process, with a proper representation f the objects being acted upon. 
Thus in a good software development system the users should 'see' the structure 
of the objects as clearly as possible; this will allow them to traverse the structure 
quickly, performing 'zooming' and 'un-zooming' operations as they go along, moving 
and copying sub-structures, etc. 
The problem of providing users with a good structural view of the objects at hand 
also exists in engineering CAD-CAM, where it is addressed through the use of 
powerful graphics facilities. In software, although graphical representations may be 
envisioned, most objects are essentially texts; but in many cases (notably, though 
certainly not exclusively, when dealing with programs) these texts may have a deep 
or even intricate structure. It is thus essential to find adequate structural views of 
these texts, even on character (non-graphic) terminals. This paper presents a solution 
to this problem. 
The basic issue it addresses may be summarized as follows: given a structured 
document and a screen of finite size, can one find a representation f this text which 
will fit on the screen while providing the terminal user with a clear view of the text's 
structure ? 
In other words, the problem is to find the best possible mapping of an abstract 
structure (that of the document being edited) to a physical area (the screen). A 
strategy and algorithms will be described. 
To avoid any confusion, we shall use the word document to denote the structured 
objects which are to be displayed, reserving the word text for external representations 
built from characters. 
The ideas presented here have so far been applied to the display of program 
texts--hence the title of this paper. They may however be useful for other kinds of 
documents with a sufficiently rich structure. 
1.2. Relation to previous work 
In the case when the documents are programs, the problem studied here is of 
course close to what is known as pretty-printing, i.e., printing program texts in a 
suitable way, using indentation to exhibit their structure. Unfortunately, methods 
used for pretty-printing on paper are of little use for interactive screen editors: a 
universal, albeit implicit, assumption in descriptions of pretty-printers ( ee, e.g. 
Oppen [18]) is that, whereas the width of the page is fixed, lines are an essentially 
infinite resource. With a screen, both lines and columns are limited resources. 
Apart from a very terse hint at the techniques used for INTERLISP in [3], the 
only published algorithms we know for the problem addressed here are those of 
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Mikelsons [17]; although we were able to gain some fruitful ideas from this work, 
it could not be applied directly, both because of differing assumptions (the environ- 
ment described in Mikelsons' paper has quite specific constraints) and because 
much of Mikelsons' method relies on a procedure (called Measure in [17]) which 
is not described precisely. 
1.3. Methodological background 
The algorithms presented here were developed in a systematic fashion, using a 
semi-formal approach in which a set of invariants played a fundamental role in 
defining the purpose of the algorithms and establishing their correctness. Similarly, 
for the main data structures, abstract attributes were defined before representation 
issues were considered. Invariants and attributes will be presented in Section 6. 
After our initial implementation was completed, we worked out a simple formal 
model of the basic objects involved in the display process. We call this small theory 
the calculus of windows; its discovery led to significant improvements in the 
algorithms and data structures. 
1.4. Structure of the paper 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we explain the 
context in which this work was carded out (the development of a parameterizable, 
visual and structural editor). Section 3 introduces the basic display strategy used. 
Section 4 gives a first sketch of the display process. Section 5 introduces the 'calculus 
of windows' which serves as a useful mathematical model. Section 6 introduces the 
attributes and invariants. The basic algorithm is given in Section 7. Section 8 contains 
a semi-formal proof of correctness of this algorithm, followed by an analysis of its 
efficiency. Section 9 outlines the other important algorithm (for list nodes) and is 
followed by a conclusion discussing the usage of the system, the problems encoun- 
tered, and the methodological issues involved. 
2. Context: The C~page editor 
2. I. Overview 
The system for which these methods were developed is C6page [15, 16], a 
parameterized editor which is both structural and visual. 
Structural editors (also called "structure", "structured", "syntax-oriented", 
"language-based" editors), such as Mentor [6], Gandalf  [8] or the Cornell Program 
Synthesizer [20], were the first tools which applied the idea that a program text may 
be operated upon in terms of its structure, not as a flat sequence of characters. 
Many such tools have been developed by researchers in the past few years; structural 
editors, however, have not yet been widely accepted by industry. We feel that this 
is in part due to the insufficient quality of the user interface in the first prototypes. 
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On the other hand, a 'visual' or 'full-screen' editor such as Vi [12], Emacs [19] 
or SPF [ 11 ] provides the user with a good instantaneous view of the document being 
edited by  devoting the whole video screen to a display of part of the document; 
this relatively large 'window' on the document gives the user better control over the 
editing process than he may enjoy with the more traditional line-by-line text editors. 
The design of Cfpage resulted from the belief that a powerful yet usable editor 
should be both structural and visual. Such a decision (discussed in detail elsewhere 
[15, 16]) has important consequences on the user interface. A good visual editor 
should make the best possible use of modern display technology (within the con- 
straints imposed by portability concerns~. If the editor is also structural, this view 
should rely on the structure of the document; in particular, the system should show 
the hierarchical context of the current focus of interest (e.g. the enclosing blocks in 
a block-structured language), whereas non structural full-screen editors may only 
display a contiguous, linear excerpt of the document. 
We now briefly introduce the characteristics of Cfpage which are relevant for 
this study. 
2.2. Language independence 
C6page is entirely language-independent. The language, i.e. the description of 
the structure of the documents to be edited, is a parameter of the system. This 
parameter is interpreted, i.e. it is represented by a data structure, the grammar graph, 
which is used by the editor along with the structure of the document being edited 
(abstract syntax tree). 
2.3. Abstract syntax 
The most important part of a language description (grammar graph) is a rep- 
resent'ation of the abstract syntax of the language. Such an abstract syntax consists 
of a set of syntactic types and a set of productions. 
The productions may be of three different kinds: aggregate, choice or list. These 
three categories are illustrated by the example abstract syntax given on Fig. 1, 
where they are distinguished by the labels [A], [C], [L] respectively; this example 
is the syntax of a fairly realistic subset o f  Pascal and should be self-explanatory 
(elements which appear in square brackets on the right-hand side of aggregate 
productions denote optional components; e.g. a procedure as defined in production 
17 may or may not have a procedure_parameter_list). 
In such an abstract syntax, a syntactic type may appear on the left of at most 
one production. Those which do appear on the left of a production are called 
non-terminals; those which do not are called terminals (here name, constant, 
operator). 
The documents handled by the editor conform to an abstract syntax such as this 
one; they may be partially refined documents containing non-terminals yet to be 
expanded. 
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l[A] 
2[L] 
3[A] 
4[L] 
5[A] 
6[L] 
7[A] 
8[L] 
9[A] 
10[C] 
ll[A] 
12[L] 
13[A] 
14[L] 
15[A] 
16[L] 
17[A] 
18[A] 
19[L] 
20[C] 
21[A] 
22[C] 
23[A] 
24[A] 
25[A] 
program = name ; program_parameter_ l ist  ; block 
parameter_l ist = variable* 
block = [ la bel_part ] ;[constant_part] ;[type_part] ;
[vat_part] ; [ procedure_part ] ; compound 
label_part = label* 
label = constant 
constant_part = constant_decl* 
constant_decl = name ; constant 
type_part = type_ decl* 
type_decl = name ; type_description 
type_description = record lname 
record = var_part 
var_part = var_decl* 
var_decl = variable_list ; type_description 
variable_list = variable* 
variable = name 
procedure_part = procedure_ decl* 
procedure_ decl = name ; [procedure_parameter_l ist] ; block 
procedure_parameter_l ist  = var_part 
compound = statement* 
statement = ass ignment I conditional[ loop [ compound 
assignment = variable ; expression 
expression = var iable[constant[binary 
binary = expression ; operator ; expression 
conditional = statement ; expression ; statement 
loop = expression ; s tatement 
Fig. 1. An abstract syntax. 
A partially or totally refined document will be represented by an abstract syntax 
tree having four kinds of nodes: "aggregate", "choice", "list" and "terminal" nodes, 
corresponding to the four categories of syntactic types in the abstract grammar. 
Choice nodes may only appear as leaves in the tree representing a partially refined 
document: they correspond to elements which have not yet been refined, e.g. a 
statement for which the user has not yet decided between assignment, conditional, 
loop and compound (when this choice is made, the statement node will be replaced 
with an aggregate node in the first three cases and a list node in the last). 
Figure 2 gives an example of such an abstract syntax tree, representing a partially 
refined program document in the syntax of Fig. 1. 
2.4. Program display, concrete syntax and tree decoration 
To display the current state of a document, he system needs to know the concrete 
syntax of the language. The concrete syntax can be given as a set of additions to 
the productions of the abstract syntax, containing the information ecessary to 
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block 
* var_part 
var_decl 
# # 
x integer 
• aggregate node 
* list node 
I choice node 
# terminal node 
~ .  *compound 
J assignment statement 
/ "  I /t 
# • 
z binary expression 
# # # 
x + 3 
loop 
/ 
statement 
Fig. 2. An abstract syntax tree. 
construct he external ("concrete") form of the expansion for each production. Two 
kinds of elements are needed for the addition of concrete syntax to an abstract 
production: 
- References to constituents of the right-hand side of the abstract production, called 
operands (e.g. the concrete syntax of a loop will contain an expression and a 
statement as operands); 
- Elements which only appear in the concrete form, like programming language 
keywords (if, repeat and the like) or, for languages with a strange concrete syntax 
like Fortran, formating marks such as new line, tab positioning etc. These concrete 
elements are called operators. 
The concrete syntax information added to an abstract production consists of the 
following: 
- For a list production, three operators: a header, a terminator and a delimiter, e.g. 
begin, end and the semicolon, respectively, for compound (production 19 on 
Fig. 1); 
- For an aggregate production, a sequence of operands and operators, as in the 
following concrete syntax for conditional (production 24 of Fig. 1): 
if $2 then $I else $3 end if 
with concrete syntax information, 
where $i denotes the ith operand on the right-hand side of the production (i.e. 
in this case a conditional statement will appear as if exp then statl else stat2 end 
if); 
Choice productions do not imply any addition. 
When the program must be displayed, the abstract syntax tree is "decorated" 
in the form of new leaves associated with operators. 
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The resulting decorated tree may be called a concrete syntax tree and resembles the 
"parse tree" used in compilers. ~Note that all internal nodes of the concrete tree 
are operand nodes; its leaves represent operators, terminal operands or unrefined 
non-terminal operands. 
2.5. User interface 
The abstract syntax serves as a guide to the editing process, which operates by 
cursor movement and menu selection. 
For example, Fig. 3 shows a partially refined program obtained at some stage, 
using the syntax of Fig. 1. Assume that the user has moved the cursor to a position 
marked (statement) (indicated by *** on the figure). Only a statement may eventually 
program (name) 
((program_parameter_ list)) ; 
[label_part] 
[constant_part] 
[type_part] 
¥f l r  
x, y : integer ;
a, b : ( type_ description) 
[vat_part] ;
procedure pr l 
[procedure_parameter_ list] ; 
[label_part] 
[constant_part] 
[type_part] 
[var_part] 
begin 
(compound) 
end procedure -  p r  I 
begin - - Main program 
x := 3 ; y := (expression) ; 
***(statement) ; 
while (expression) do 
y := y + 1 ;(statement) 
end while 
end program 
Fig. 3. A partially refined document 
(*** indicates the cursor position). 
i In C~page, the ~oncrete tree is never physically constructed; the concrete representation is generated 
from the abstract tree and information contained in the grammar graph. It is conceptually useful, however, 
to think of the concrete tree as if it actually existed. 
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appear at this position. By choosing the "refine" option in the current menu, the 
user requests refinement of this statement. A new menu will then appear, listing the 
possible choices for statement in this language, i.e. compound, assignment, loop, 
conditional according to the given grammar. Assume the user chooses conditional 
from this menu; the screen will then be updated to reflect this choice, with the 
proper syntax for the conditional statement inserted at the appropriate place (Fig. 4). 
program (name) 
((program_parameter_ list)) ; 
[label_part] 
[constant_part] 
[type_part] 
var  
x, y : integer ;
a, b :(type_description) 
[var_part]; 
procedure prl 
[ procedure_parameter_ list] ; 
[label_part] 
[constant_part] 
[type_part] 
[var_part] 
begin 
(compound) 
end procedure ; -- pr I 
begin-- Main program 
x := 3 ;y := (expression) ; 
***if (expression) then 
(statement) 
else 
(statement) 
end if; 
while (expression) do 
y := y + 1 ; (statement) 
end while 
end program 
Fig. 4. A refinement. 
If the user requests refinement of an entity whose syntactic type corresponds to 
a terminal in the grammar (e.g. name), then a new frame appears on the screen, on 
which text for the terminal may be entered using a simple full-screen text editor 
included in C6page. 
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3. Display strategy 
3. I. Overview 
The previous section gives a rough idea of how C6page works internally and 
interacts with the user (for more details, see [15] or [16]). We shall from now on 
concentrate on the main problem addressed in this paper: how, in such a framework, 
is it possible to ensure at each stage that the display presents the user with a good 
picture of his document? 
The strategies used for pretty-printing are, to some extent, a matter of taste. We 
have found, however, that by sticking to some simple and reasonable principles 
pretty-printing can be made fully automatic, which relieves the users from prescribing 
any specific options. 
3.2. Four principles 
The fundamental idea is that the way a document appears on the screen will be 
determined by its underlying abstract syntax. This may be stated more precisely 
through the following principle: 
Principle 1. The purpose of a display algorithm is to show a picture of the concrete 
text of the program which is as reminiscent as possible of its abstract syntactic 
structure. 
The main technique for achieving Principle 1 is indentation. Indenting part of a 
document is a way to highlight it and thus to draw attention upon the fact that it 
constitutes an entity. In view of the preceding discussion, it appears that the only 
subtexts which should be candidates for indentation are the concrete representations 
of meaningful entities in the abstract syntax, i.e. operands. Since on the other hand 
one should certainly not force all operand texts to appear indented, we obtain the 
following second principle: 
Principle 2. The concrete text corresponding to the expansion of an operand should 
either: 
(a) appear on a single line with some preceding and/or  following text; 
(b) be indented (alone) on one or more lines. 
Note that Principle 2 is recursive, i.e. it applies to all operands which will appear 
in the expansion of an operand. 
The following representations of the same program fragment all conform to 
Principle 2: 
if c then st l  else st?. end if 
if c 
then st l 
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else st.? 
end if 
if 
C 
then 
stl 
else 
st,? 
end if 
if c then 
stl 
else st2 end if 
etc. The principles above may be applied either to screen display or paper pretty- 
printing. In the former case, further rules must be obeyed in order to make the best 
possible use of the limited available space. To economize on space, we thus add 
the following principle: 
Principle 3. When applying Principle 2, rule (a) should be chosen rather than (b) 
whenever both are applicable. 
Even so, however, there will usually not be enough space on the screen to represent 
any but very short programs. The technique to be used in such cases is called ellipsis 
or holophrasting [9]. We apply it by representing some possibly large subtrees with 
just the name of their syntactic types; aggregate and list nodes are treated in a 
different way. 
An aggregate node may simply be replaced by the name of its syntactic type, in 
angle brackets; e.g. a complex conditional statement may be displayed as just 
(conditional) if there is not enough space to show more. This we call abstraction. 
Abstraction is also applicable to a list node; if, however, there is a little more room 
(although not enough to show all list elements), we may try collapsing, which is 
abstraction applied to one or more sublists, each of which will be replaced by (n t) 
where t is the name of the syntactic type of the elements and n the number of 
elements in the sublist. For example, if we cannot show a whole compound statement 
but have enough space to show the beginning and end, we might get (with an 
abstraction on the third line): 
begin 
while c ~ 0 do 
p := (expression) 
end while; 
(23 statements) ; 
a :=b;c :=d+l ;  
e "=f  
end 
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This can be expressed by the following, last principle: 
Pr inc ip le  4. The concrete text for an operand may be replaced by the name of the 
operand's yntactic type; the concrete texts of one or more non-contiguous sublists 
of a list node may each be replaced by the number and syntactic type of their elements. 
The specification of the display algorithms used in Crpage is based on Principles 
1 to 4. The algorithms will try to make the best possible use of the available display 
space by applying Principle 4 only when they cannot think any better. 
3.3. Efficiency requirements 
Efficiency is an important criterion for an algorithm which, as in the case of 
Crpage, must be used interactively to display adequate pictures of a document. It 
was easy to foresee that, if one was looking for the optimal solution to the display 
problem, one would run into combinatorial gorithms, which seemed unacceptable. 
We felt necessary to try to find an algorithm with time complexity O(N),  where N 
is the number of nodes in the concrete subtree to be displayed. 
4.  Overv iew o f  the  d i sp lay  process  
The basic loop of the system may be described as follows: 
decode user request; 
perform the corresponding manipulation on the abstract syntax tree; 
update the display to reflect changes to the document. 
The last statement of this loop is the one of interest here. What the updated 
display will represent is a certain subtree of the abstract syntax tree; we call the 
root of this subtree the current focus. To update the display, the system first determines 
the new focus a from the user's request, and then issues the procedure call 
Show (s, a~--~) 
where Show is the basic display procedure and s is an abstract description of the 
available screen. 2 
The Show (s, a~-~) operation is performed, at least conceptually, in five stages: 
Decorate (a~-~) ; 
--builds the concrete syntax tree for a; 
Measure ( a~-~ ) ; 
- -computes for each node of the subtree of root a 
- -  the size of the area which its representation would require 
- -in the absence of any space limitations and further formating 
2 For readability, we write actual argument lists in such a way that arguments x which may be modified 
by the procedure are clearly marked: x,~-~ if the corresponding formal argument is of mode in out and 
x*-- if it is out. 
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Fit (area (s), a~-~); 
- - formats the subtree of root a so that it will fit in s. 
- - area (s) is the rectangular area associated with s, 
-- described as a "window" (see below). 
Buildtext (a, s, window_table ~ ); 
- -interprets the formated tree to build a table 
-- of displayable text-filled windows. 
Display (window_table) 
- -  effectively displays the result, using screen management routines 
-- which, for Crpage, come from a screen package called Gescran [2] 
The effect of the first three calls (to Decorate, Measure and Fit) is to add 
information to the abstract syntax tree, in order to transform it gradually into a 
form from which the fourth procedure (Buildtext) may build a screen image, which 
procedure Display will actually output. Decorate adds concrete syntax; Measure 
determines the space associated with the representation of every subtree in the 
absence of any formating, assuming a screen of infinite height and width; Fit 
transforms the representation so that it will fit in the given screen area. 
As regards the problem of screen-oriented formating of structured ocuments, 
the key stages in the process are procedures Measure and especially Fit. We shall 
thus concentrate on them in the sequel. 
5.  A ca lcu lus  o f  w indows 
5. I. Purpose 
The aim of the display algorithms is to associate with each node of the syntax 
tree a rectangular "window" of text of the appropriate size. To understand how 
this is done, it is useful to define a set of operations which apply to these windows. 
This has led us to define a "calculus" of windows. 
This calculus is a small mathematical theory; as pointed out by a referee, it 
resembles what in programming is called the specification of an abstract data type. 
A complete definition of "window" as an abstract data type was not deemed 
necessary, however, since properties of windows are readily expressed in terms of 
properties of integers and booleans. On the other hand, the development of the 
calculus, which only occurred after we completed our first implementation, strongly 
suggests that the ideas should be carded over to the program level, i.e. that the 
program should contain an implementation of the calculus in the same fashion that 
it might contain the implementation of an abstract data type, especially with a 
language offering direct support for such concepts, like Simula 67, Smalltalk, Ada, 
etc. This will be done in our next implementation. 
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5.2. Basic definitions 
Any window w is characterized (regardless of its contents) by attributes w.height, 
w.width, w.line_break_before and w.line_break_after. The height and width are 
integers; they are either both positive or both zero. Attributes w.line_break_before 
and w.line_break_after are boolean and indicate whether the window must be 
preceded and/or  followed by a new line. 
To denote a window of height h and width w, we write 
where h [ w may be preceded or followed by to indicate line breaks. 
The special windows of height and width 0 are: 
the empty window, ~--~,  written [~:  
the l ine break windows: I o lo ^ I, I ^ o lo l  and [ 
written simply as I ^ [. 
^ 0 1 0 ^ 1; the last one will be 
5.3. Order relation 
There is a partial order relation on windows, which we write @, defined as follows: 
x® y iff 
( x.height Q y.height ) and ( x. width @ y. width ) and 
( y.height = ! 
( x. line_ break_ before ~ y. line_ break_ before) and 
( x. line_ break_ after ~ y. line_ break_ after) )
The inverse relation is written @. Clearly, [--] is a minimum element for @. 
5.4. Concatenation 
Another important operation is the concatenation of windows, written ~.  Intui- 
tively, concatenating two windows means displaying one after the other; if possible 
(see Principle 3 above), they will be concatenated on the same line; otherwise, the 
second window will be displayed below the first. More precisely: 
Let z = x~y;  
if x = [--], then z = y;  
if y = [--], then z = x; 
otherwise: 
z. line_ break_ before = x. line_ break_ before; 
z.line_ break_after = y.line_ break_after; 
if x.height = y.height = 1 and not x.line_break,__after 
and not y.line_ break_before then 
z.height = I ; 
z. width = x.width + y. width + 1 
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else 
z.height = x.height + y.height ; 
z. width = max ( x. width, y. width). 
Note that windows of height greater than 1 will be separated by line breaks regardless 
of the values of their line break attributes. The + I term for the width in the first 
alternative accounts for intervening blanks. 
Concatenation has f--] as zero elements and further satisfies the following 
properties: 
x®x•y;  
y®x@y;  
x®z and (z has no line breaks or x.height>~ I)
~(xGy®zGy)  and (yGx@yGz)  
5.5. Multiplication 
From concatenation, we can define multiplication of a window by a non-negative 
integer: 
i ® w = if i = 0 then [~ else (i - 1) ® w • w 
Multiplication satisfies 
i <~j ~ i (~w@j(~w 
but is not distributive over concatenation, as the following counter-example shows: 
2®([T[-7-]~[ 1 [ / AI)=2®1 1 12 " l=1212 "1, 
but 
2®FTTT]®2®II I I "1--US e1211  1=1312 "1
5.6. Division by an integer; Fairness and consistent allocation theorems 
It turns out that multiplication is less useful for application to the display 
algorithms than division of a window by an integer i I> 1, which we write w(Z)i and 
define as follows. If  w is one of the special windows (empty window, line break 
windows), then w(Z)i = w. Otherwise if i < - w.height, then given 
h= [w.height/ iJ 
the result of the division is 
w(Z) i= I h lw.widthl  
with the same line break attributes as w. If  i > w.height, then given 
c= ri/w.heightl and d= [ (w.width-c+ l)/cJ 
then 
w Q) i = if d = 0 then ~ else F~d-]  
with, in both cases, the same line break attributes as w. 
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Division satisfies 
wQi®w and ( i (~w)Qi=w 
but i (~)(wQ i) is not necessarily equal to w, nor even ® to w. It may informally be 
said to be "no greater" than w, however, in the sense that i windows of size wQ i 
will fit (i.e. can be concatenated with some intermediate line breaks) in the area of 
w. This property will make division useful for allocating space to various parts of 
a document on the basis of their relative importance (see procedure Split_a_line in 
Section 7.3 below, and the algorithm for list nodes in Section 9). 
More precisely, assume two elements compete for space in a window w. Each 
element has an integer weight, or "share" (shares are described below in Section 
6.5); assume the sum of all shares is 7 and the two elements have shares c~ and/3, 
with o~ +/3 <~ 7- The policy used by the algorithms below, when distributing space 
to elements on the basis of their shares, is to allocate to the two elements windows 
w Q ([7/c~ ]) and w Q( [7 / /3  ]) respectively. That such an allocation is consistent is 
expressed by the following theorem, whose proof, although not hard, is tedious and 
thus not included: 
Consistent Allocation Theorem. Let ~, /3, Y be positive integers such that a +/3 <~ 7. 
Let w be a window. Let we = wQ([7/c~]) and w, = wQ([7/ /3] ) .  Then w, ,~w,  Qw 
or  
That such an allocation is also "fair", i.e. obeys the order implied by the shares, 
is expressed by the following theorem: 
Fairness Theorem. Let i, j be positive integers such that i>~j. Let w be a window. 
Let wi = w Q i and wj = w Qj .  Then wi @ wj. 
5. 7. Division by a window 
Another kind of division operation is the division of a window by another window, 
written w [] w'. If w and w' are windows such that w'@ w and w' is not empty, then 
w [] w' is an integer, defined (using the previously defined division operation) as 
w [] w' = max({ i > 0 [ w Q i @ w'}). 
Since this definition involves the maximum of a set of integers, we must check 
that this set is always finite and non-empty (a necessary and sufficient condition for 
the existence of the maximum). This indeed the case since, whenever w'@ w and 
w' is not empty, then (wQ 1)@ w' (so that the value 1 is always a member of the 
set) and wQ i =l---] for sufficiently large i (so that the set is finite). 
By definition, wQ(w[T] w ' )@w'  and wQ(wE]  w'+ 1)©w' .  
It may be noted that the definition of the two division operations is consistent 
with the usual integer division in the following sense: if n and j are non-negative 
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integers uch that n ~>j, then it is not hard to prove that 
[ n/jJ =max({ /> 01t./iJ ~j~) 
5.8. Subtraction 
Last ly,  subtraction, written z=wQw'  and defined for w'@w, is such that, if 
w.height = 1, then 
z =[ l lw .w idth - -w ' .w id th - I  I
and otherwise 
z = I w.height- w'.height I w. width I 
with the same line break attributes as w in both cases. Note that wOw'®w;  but 
(wE) w')03 w' is not necessarily equal to w, nor even ® to w. 
6. Attributes, precondit ions and invariants 
6. I. "Name" attribute 
For the algorithms to be able to perform abstraction and collapsing, it is necessary 
to associate to every node of the decorated tree some string representing its name. 
More precisely, we will assume that, associated with any node n in the decorated 
tree, there is a text attribute, which we shall write n.name, which represents a
displayable name attached to the node and is determined in the following way: 
- If n is a leaf associated with an operator, then n.name is the character string 
making up the associated element of the concrete syntax (keyword, delimiter, 
etc.), e.g. "begin", " := ", etc.; 
- If n is an internal node, i.e. an operand associated with a non-terminal in the 
abstract syntax, then n.name is the character string making up the name of its 
syntactic type (e.g. "statement") ; 
- If n is a leaf operand (i.e. a leaf whose syntactic type is terminal), then n.name 
is as in the previous case if the node has not been refined (e.g. "variable", etc.); 
if it has been refined into a character string, then n.name is that character string. 
6.2. Minimum space 
We assume the existence of an integer constant MINSPACE such that, for any 
node n, its name n.name ,can be written, possibly truncated, using MINSPACE 
characters without too much loss of information (MINSPACE = 10 to 14 seems 
reasonable). We assume that Show (s, a~-~) is always called with screen s having 
at least one line and MtNSPACE columns; thus the procedure will always succeed 
while conforming to the principles above, although it may do so in a very degenerate 
way, by displaying (atype), where (atype) is the name of a's syntactic type (e.g. 
(program)), truncated to MINSPACE characters. 
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We call MINWINDOW the minimum window which may be associated with a node: 
MmWmDOW = [ I I MmSPAC  I 
6.3. "'Window" attribute; "Representable" property 
The role of the display algorithm is to associate with every node n a window, 
which will be denoted by n.window and will be used to display the text associated 
with the node. The attributes of this window will be written n.height, n.width, 
n. line_ break_ before, n. line_ break_ after (as abbreviations for n. window, height, etc.). 
The n.window attributes of all nodes n of the subtree which has the focus as its 
root must eventually be such that the representation of this subtree fits in the given 
screen s. Initially, however, this will usually not be the case; procedure Fit must 
thus modify the windows associated with the nodes until the subtree fits. Throughout 
this process, it is necessary to make sure that the n.window attributes of all nodes 
n of the subtree are meaningful and consistent; in other words, they must be such 
that, given a screen of sufficient size, a representation for the subtree could be 
produced in which each node would be assigned a window of size n.window. This 
very important property, written Representable (n), must be initially ensured for 
each node by procedure Measure, and maintained by procedure Fit throughout the 
space allocation process (however, we will see in section 8.5 that this restriction 
may be relaxed in some cases). 
The property Representable (n) may be defined more rigorously as follows: 
property Representable (a: NOOE ) 
For all nodes n in the subtree of root a: 
(a) If n is a leaf not representing a line break, then 
n. window = I I I length (n.name) I
(b) I f  n is a leaf representing a line break, then 
n. window = 
(c) If n is an interior node, then 
n. window = ~, c. window 
c~ children ( n ) 
where the sum refers to the ~) operation. 
It is important o note that this property does not by itself involve the given screen 
s: a may be "'Representable" ven though it does not fit in s. Representable (a) just 
means that the position information associated with a and all its descendants i
correct and consistent, but not necessarily that it is compatible with the space 
available on any particular screen. 
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6.4. "Processed" attribute 
We further assume that every node has a boolean attribute n.processed which will 
have value true if and only if n has been visited by Fit (n.processed initialised to 
false for all nodes). This attribute plays no role in the algorithm itself but is introduced 
as an auxiliary variable [7] which will help us check that the algorithm is linear in 
the number of nodes of the subtree to be displayed. Fit will be built so as to maintain 
the following invariant for all nodes n: 
lIP] n.processed ~ n belongs to a line of length <~ w.width 
where w is the window assigned to the parent node of n by the algorithm. 
6.5. "Share" attribute 
Every node except he root has an integer attribute n.share which is assigned by 
the editor and represents its importance relative to its siblings. Space will be allocated 
to the children of a node on the basis of this share. For example, in a list, the editor 
might decide to assign the largest shares to the leading and trailing elements, so 
that even if collapsing occurs the user may see some of the beginning and end of 
the list. 
6.6. "Indented" attribute 
The fact that an operand d needs to be indented from the immediately enclosing 
context is represented by a boolean attribute d.indented. 
7. The basic display algorithm 
7.1. Initializing the tree with dimension information 
As mentioned above, the task of procedure Measure is to ensure that Representable 
(n) is satisfied for all nodes n. This is performed by a postorder traversal of the tree: 
procedure Measure (in out a: NODE) 
if 
a is a leaf other than line break -~ a.window := I 1 I length(a.name) I 
[3 a is a line break ~ a.window := ~]  
D a is an interior node 
a window := [--]; 
for all c in children(a) do 
a. window := a. window O) c. window 
end for 
end if 
end procedure 
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Note that when Measure is applied initially, it will always result in a.height = 1 
if there are no built-in line breaks in the concrete syntax of the language. For 
languages uch as Fortran whose concrete syntax includes built-in line breaks, a 
modification to Measure may be useful (see section 8.5 below). 
7.2. Outline of  the display loop 
The principle of the algorithm for Fit is as follows. Measure (a~--~) has resulted 
in a state such that Representable (a) is satisfied; i.e. attribute n.window is correct 
for all nodes n in the subtree of a. In general, however, a.window will be too wide 
for the available window w, whereas w may have more lines; if this is the case, we 
may try to trade width for height. The task of Fit (w, a~-~) is thus to add line breaks, 
set indent attributes, abstract operands and/or  collapse sublists until a. width becomes 
lesser than or equal to w.width, with a.height remaining no greater than w.height. 
The decision process which is repeated by the algorithm is summarized below for 
the case of aggregate (non-list) nodes. 
a. width 
a.height 
< w.height 
= w.height 
> w.height 
<~ w.width 
Success 
> w. width 
Try adding a line break 
Failure: abstract a (i.e. replace it by its name) 
7.3. The algorithm for aggregate nodes 
Fit is recursive. The call 
Fit(w, a*-~ )
must ensure the postcondition a.window ® w. We give below the algorithm for the 
case when a is an aggregate node. 
procedure F i t  (in w: WtNDOW; 
in out a: NODE ): 
- - Recursive precondition: w @ MINWINDOW 
- - Recursive invariant: Representable (a) 
- - Recursive postcondition: a.window @ w 
var success, failure: BOOLEAN; 
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success := false; failure := false; 
repeat 
if 
a. window ® w -> 
success := true 
[q a.height > w.height 
or (a.height = w.height and not a.window Q w)-> 
failure := true 
[q a.height < w.height and a.width > w.width -> 
Split_a_line ( w, a~--~, fai lure ~ ); - - see below 
end if 
until 
success or failure 
end loop; 
if 
success -> skip 
[-] failure-> a.window:= I llmin (length (a.name),  M INSPACE)  I 
end if; 
a.processed := true 
end procedure 
The procedure Sp!it_a_line (w, a~->) is detailed below. It uses an integer function 
l ine_length which, when applied to a sequence z of operators and/or  operands (not 
containing any line break or other formating mark), yields the number of characters 
of its representation, i cluding provision for separating blanks: 
l ine_length ( z) - ' - (o~z o.width ) + m-1  
(m being the number of elements of z). Split_a_line also uses the constant INDENT 
whose value is the number of blanks used for every indentation step. 
In the description of Split_a_line, d and f stand for operands; x, y, z stand for 
(possibly empty) sequences of operands and/or operators. 
Split_a_line may be expressed as follows: 
procedure Split_a_line (in w: WINDOW; 
in out a: NODE, 
out failure: BOOLEAN) 
var  W', Wl : WINDOW; 
d: NODE ; 
remaining_shares: INTEGER ; 
fai lure := false; 
Consider a as a sequence of  lines; 
- - By hypothesis, a.width > w.width, so there is at least one line L 
- - such that line_length (L) > w.width ;
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if 
there is at least one line o f  length greater than w.width which does not end with 
an operand --> 
Let L be such a line; 
- - L will be cut, after an operand i f  it has one 
if 
L has only operators-> 
- - (degenerate case: oversize line with operators only) 
insert a line break somewhere in L 
[3 L has at least one operand d-~ 
L is o f  the fo rm xdy, y not empty; 
- - L will be cut after d 
d. line_ break_ after := true 
end if; 
a.height := a.height + I;  update a.width 
[3 all lines o f  length greater than w.width end with an operand--> 
Let L be such a line; 
L is o f  the fo rm xd, d operand; 
- - I f  possible, indent d 
- -F i rst  compute the window w' which d may claim for  indentation 
remaining_shares := ~, f .share ;
f e operand children of a on oversize lines 
w l := a. window ; w l. width := w. width ; 
w' := ( w @ wl  ) Q ( [ remaining_shares/d.share ]) ; 
w' .width := max(  I, w'.width-1ND~NT) ; 
- - Can d be indented ?
if 
Wr (~ MINWINDOW "-> 
- -  There is enough room to indent d 
Fit (w',  d~--~); 
d.indent := true;  d.l ine_break_before := true;  
a.height := a.height + d.height ; update a.width ;
[3 not w '® MINWINDOW 
--  There is not enough room to indent d, but perhaps it 
- - may f i t  on a line with x, possibly in abstracted fo rm 
w' := I I [ max ( O, w. width - line length (x ) - 1 ) I 
if 
w'® MINWINDOW ~ Fit (w', d*'*) 
[3 not w '@ MtNWtNDOW-->failure := true 
end if 
end if 
end if 
end procedure 
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8. Correctness, efficiency and improvements 
Although a complete formal proof of correctness has not been performed for this 
program, it is interesting to note the following properties, which make it possible 
to check that it performs its intended task and to assess its performance. 
8. I. Partial correctness 
The task which must be performed by Fit may be characterized by the following 
pair of assertions: 
Precondition: 
Representable ( a ) and 
[P] w ~ MINWINDOW 
Postcondition: 
Representable ( a ) and 
[Q] a. window ® w 
The procedures Fit and Split_a_line being mutually recursive, a proof of their 
properties requires a proof of the corresponding properties of their bodies, in which 
the properties of the calls may be assumed [10]. It is in this sense that we have used 
above the expressions "recursive precondition" for [P], "recursive postcondition" 
for [Q] and "recursive invariant" for Representable (a) which appears in both the 
precondition and the postcondition. 
Let us check that if Fit and Split_a_line are recursively assumed to satisfy the 
properties mentioned, then their bodies also satisfy them. We first check that the 
actual parameters to the internal calls to Fit satisfy [P]; then that Fit ensures 
postcondition [Q]; finally, that it maintains invariant Representable (a). 
The fact that both recursive calls to Fit from Split_a_line satisfy [P] is readily 
checked: both are part of if statements, executed under conditions written precisely 
to be equivalent to [P]. 
Let us now check that Fit ensures [Q]. The body of Fit is a repeat. . ,  until statement 
which terminates when either success or failure becomes true; clearly these two 
cases are disjoint. In the first, the condition [Q] is satisfied since this condition is 
exactly, the test for success; in the second, Fit will devote to a a window no greater 
than [IIMINSPACE I, i.e. MINWINDOW, a solution which satisfies [Q] since 
MiNWmOOW@ w from the precondition [P]. 
We now check that Fit maintains the invariant Representable (a). The only place 
where this property could be rendered invalid is the call to Split_a_line, so we must 
check the body of this procedure. This body is an if statement. In the first alternative, 
a line break is added and a.height is consequently incremented by one; a.width is 
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also updated so as to maintain the invariant (more details on the statement update 
a.width will be given below). In the second alternative, two cases arise: 
- If indentation is possible, the call to Fit may be recursively assumed to ensure 
that d is adjusted to a window [ lines [ w.width-mDENT ]. Attributes a.height and 
a.width are then updated to take into account he space which has been allocated 
to d, so as to reestablish the validity of Representable (a). 
- If indentation is impossible, the algorithm distinguishes between two subcases: 
in the first, xd can be squeezed on a single line, so that an oversize line is 
transformed into a line of length at most w.width; in the other case, Split_a_line 
reports failure to Fit, which, as we have seen, takes then a correct decision. 
Since we have written the conditional statements using Dijkstra's non-deter- 
ministic if construct [4, 5], we must also make sure that at least one guard is satisfied 
whenever any such statement is executed. Here only two conditional statements are 
not trivially equivalent to simple i f . . .  then . . ,  e lse . . ,  statements: 
- The outer if statement of Split_a_line is correct if and only if there is at least one 
oversize line in the expansion of a;  this property is the precondition of the 
procedure and is indeed ensured by the call to Split_a_line in Fit. 
- The conditional statement in the loop of Fit uses guards which have been designed 
to cover all possible cases. 
The i f . . .  end if notation was not used for its non-determinism, but because it 
makes clear under exactly what condition each branch of a conditional is executed. 
The reader may have noted that there is non-determinism of another kind in the 
algorithm, since Fit may have to select an oversize line (in two instances in the 
program text) or an operand on such a line (one instance) in a way which has been 
left unspecified. 
8.2. Termination 
Procedure Fit is indirectly recursive and contains a loop; both of these features 
might lead to non-termination. To prove that any correct call to this procedure 
terminates, we will first check that the mutual recursion between Fit and Split_a_line 
may not lead to non-termination, and then that the loop in Fit always terminates. 
Termination of the mutual recursion results from the fact that each call to Fit in 
Split_a_line has as its first argument one of the children of a, the node of the tree 
which is the second actual argument in the call to Split_a_line. In other words, the 
variant of this recursive scheme is 
h - depth (a) 
where h is the height of the syntax tree and depth (a) is the depth of a in that same 
tree. 
To prove the termination of the loop in Fit, including the call to Split_a_line, we 
show that this loop has the following quantity as variant: 
I) -'~ NRL  "k NOL d- NF  
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where 
NRL----- w.height-a.height (Number  of Remaining Lines), 
NOL = number of lines of length greater than w.width 
(Number  of Oversize Lines), 
NF = 1 if failure is false, 0 if true. 
Indeed, at least one of the three terms of the sum v decreases whenever Split_a_line 
is executed: 
- N F  is decremented in the last alternative of the last innermost if statement. 
- NOL is decremented in the first alternative of that same statement, which transforms 
an oversize line xd into a line of length at most w.width. 
- In all other cases, a.height is incremented by at least 1, without ever becoming 
greater than w.height. The only non-trivial case is the one in which indentation 
is performed (characterized by the guard w'® MINWtNDOW). In this case, a.height 
is increased by the value of d.height after the recursive call Fit (w', d~-~). The 
recursive postcondition [Q] ensures that, after this call, d.window® w'. It follows 
from the properties of the division of a window by an integer (wQi® w, see 
Section 5.5), that w'® wOa. 
In each of these cases the terms of v which do not decrease remain unchanged. 
Thus v is a variant for the loop. 
8.3. Quality of the result 
The correctness criteria defined by the above precondition and postcondition 
require that a correct representation be found for any a ; they give no clue, however, 
as to how "good" a representation must be, so that a solution which would just 
abstract a in all cases would be considered correct. Evidence to the claim that the 
above solution is (much) better is given by the Consistent Allocation Theorem 
(Section 5.5), which guarantees that a conservative policy is used for the allocation 
of windows to indented operands: when space is allocated to d using division of 
the available window by [remaining_shares/d.share], it is a consequence of that 
theorem that no selfish operand d may use the whole window for itself if there 
remain windows to which space has not been allocated. It is a consequence of the 
Fairness theorem that the allocation process will observe, at least for indented 
operands, the hierarchies implied by shares: no "second-rate" operand will get more 
space than a "VIP".  
8.4. Efficiency 
As mentioned earlier, a basic aim was to obtain an algorithm of complexity O(N) ,  
N being the number of nodes of the concrete subtree displayed. We now prove that 
the above algorithm meets this requirement. 
Let us first verify that Fit, although recursive, is never called more than once for 
the same node of the tree. This follows from the fact that throughout the execution 
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of any call to Split_a_line (w, a,~-~) the following property consistently holds for all 
children d of a: 
lIP] d.processed ~ d belongs to a line of length ~< w.width. 
Property [IP] is proved by noting that: 
- whenever d.processed is false, which we assume to be initially the case for all 
nodes d, [IP] is trivially satisfied; 
- during the execution of a call Split_a_line (w, a~-~), d.processed can only be set 
to true for operands d which are children of a;  for both recursive calls, the 
postcondition [Q] of Fit implies that, upon return from Fit, any such d belongs 
to a line of length less than or equal to w.width. 
Since Fit may only be called recursively by Split_a_line for children d of the 
argument a which belong to oversize lines, it follows from property [IP] that Fit can 
never be called for d such that d.processed is true, and thus that it is called at most once 
for every operand. 
This property is, however, not sufficient o prove that the algorithm is linear in 
the number of nodes: the algorithm uses twice the statement update a.width which 
may seem to imply that a traversal of all the lines of a is required every time a split 
(cut or indentation) is performed, thus leading potentially to combinatorial 
explosion. 
A simple data structure representation technique solves this problem. From the 
properties of the Q operation, a.width is the maximum length of the lines of a. 
Thus when an oversize line is split into one or more shorter lines, a.width will only 
change if the oversize line being split is longer than all remaining oversize lines in 
the expansion of a. 
We may thus represent the set of oversize lines of a as a sequential list, in such 
a way that the last element o be considered is the longest (it is not necessary that 
the list be otherwise sorted). When a line is split, it will produce either one or two 
shorter oversize lines: 
- in the "cut" case, a line xdy is split into lines xd and y; 
- in the " indent" case, xd is split into line x, which may still be oversize, and 
operand d which is passed to Fit and thus will not be oversize once indented. 
If the line which is split is not the unique element of the list of oversize lines of a, 
it is not necessary to update a.width; the only constraint to be observed in this case 
is that the new oversize lines may be inserted anywhere but at the end of the list, 
which is occupied by the longest remaining oversize line. When, on the other hand, 
a unique oversize line is split, we must make sure that, if two oversize lines are 
created, the longer comes last in the list; this takes constant ime. So the penalty 
on the overall process is at most linear in the total number of nodes. 
The last operation which might endanger the linearity of the algorithm is the 
computation of total_shares, the sum of the shares of all remaining indentation 
candidates among the children of a, before each tentative indentation. Clearly, 
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total_shares can be initially computed by Measure and updated every time the fate 
of one of a's operand children is decided. 
Other optimizations are possible. In particular: 
- The editor may try to minimize the amount of work performed by the display 
algorithm by initially pruning of the syntax tree so as to a priori eliminate those 
subtrees which stand no chance whatsoever of being displayed. 
- In the basic loop of the system (see section 4), procedure Show will be called 
after every change resulting from an operation requested by the user. Such a 
change may involve only a small part of the tree and/or the screen. If this is the 
case, the editor should only call the display procedure Show (s, a~--~) on arguments 
s and a which denote part of the screen and the tree, respectively. This policy is 
commendable not only for program efficiency, but also from the human engineer- 
ing point of view: it improves the user interface by avoiding drastic redisplay of 
the document and redistribution of its various components over the screen every 
time a local change is made. Internally, it can be implemented by replacing the 
n.processed attribute by an integer attribute giving the historical index of the last 
modification (Mikelsons [17] uses a similar scheme). 
8.5. Dealing with built-in line breaks 
One aspect of the above algorithm may seem annoying: displaying a long document 
in a language whose concrete syntax includes compulsory line breaks may result in 
a degenerate (abstracted) form; this is because Fit quits (by failure) if the number 
of lines associated with the focus node, as computed by Measure, is initially too 
large--a condition which will frequently occur for, say, long FORTRAN programs. 
In many cases, however, a better solution could be found than just abstracting at 
the uppermost level. 
This problem is all the more serious that, when describing a language for Crpage, 
users may be tempted to add compulsory line breaks in the concrete syntax even 
for free-format languages, for instance by requiring that Pascal procedures be 
followed by a break, even though such an explicit addition is unnecessary in view 
of the algorithm above. 
Fortunately, there is a nice solution to this problem. Fit does not need to be 
modified; we just adapt Measure so that, in the postorder accumulation of windows 
which it performs, it transforms non-linear windows into very long linear ones. Let 
us define the special window WIDE_WINDOW as 
WIDE_ WINDOW ~- [ -~  
where Do is a large enough integer (for our purposes, s.width + I, where s.width is 
the width of the available screen, is a good enough approximation of infinity). Now 
defining for any window w: 
squeezed (w)= if w.height = 1 then w else WIDE_WINDOW 
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we just replace c.window, in the for statement of the last branch of procedure 
Measure,  by squeezed ( c .window).  
This modification solves the problem of built-in line breaks. Any child of a whose 
expansion initially extends over more than one line will be considered by Spl i t_a_ l ine 
as constituting an oversize line by itself and will thus be the object of a recursive 
call to Fit if its share permits. When Fit  and Spl i t_a_ l ine are first applied to a, only 
first-level line breaks (those which are part of the concrete syntax for the production 
defining a, not those attached to its descendants) will be considered. 
9. Outline of the algorithm for lists 
The algorithm used for list nodes is a natural extension of the above one for 
aggregate nodes. It is sketched below. 
We consider a list node as equivalent to an aggregate node with one to three 
children: list header (if present), list body and list tail (if present). The previous 
algorithm is applied to this structure; only the body has to be subjected to the 
special treatment described below. We also assume that each element of the list 
body, except he last, includes the following delimiter. 
A new integer attribute is introduced for nodes which are list elements: d.collapsed 
has value 0 if d is not is the first element in a collapsed sublist, otherwise, its value 
is the number of elements in the collapsed sublist beginning with d. The head of 
the last collapsed sublist encountered so far is represented in the following procedure 
by variable start. The fundamental property of the algorithm is expressed by the 
loop invariant, note that the validity of this invariant results from the Consistent 
Allocation Theorem. The Fairness Theorem implies that space is allocated to the 
various elements in a manner which is compatible with their relative importance, 
as expressed by their "share" attributes. 
procedure Fit_list_body (in w: WINDOW;  
in out a : NODE - - a represents a list body) 
var collapsing, too_self ish : BOOLEAN ; 
Wt : WINDOW ; 
total_shares,  remaining_shares,  subl ist_shares,  max imum_rat io : INTEGER;  
grouped : INTEGER ; start : NODE ; 
collapsing := false ; 
total sha "- _ res .-- 
d ~ ch i ld ren  ( a ) 
d.share ; 
remain ing_shares  := total_shares ; 
max imum_rat io  := w [] M INWINDOW ; 
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for all children d of a do 
{loop invariant: 
the space allocated so far does not exceed w and 
if d is not the last child of  a, then 
w (Z) ( [ total_shares~ remaining_shares ]) ® MINWINDOW} 
remaining_shares := remaining_shares - d.share ;
too_selfish := d is not the last child of a and 
( [ total_shares~ remaining_shares ]) > maximum_ ratio ; 
if 
not collapsing --> 
w' := w Q ( ~ total_shares~ d.share ]) ; 
if 
w'® MINWINDOW and not too_selfish --> 
Fit (w ' ,  d~-~) ;
grouped := 0 
71 not w'@ MINWINDOW or  too_selfish ---> 
collapsing := true ; 
sublist_shares := d.share ;
start := d ; grouped := I 
end if 
[3 collapsing --> 
sublist_shares := sublist_shares + d.share ;
w' := w (2) ( [ total_shares~ sublist_shares ]) ; 
if 
not w'(Z) 2® MtNWINDOW or too_selfish 
--> grouped := grouped + 1 
[3 w'(Z) 2@ MmWmOOW and not too_selfish--> 
start.collapsed := grouped ;
Fit ( MtNWINDOW, start~--~ ) ; 
Fit (w 'O  MINWINDOW, d~'-~) 
collapsing := false ; grouped := 0 
end if 
end do ; 
if 
end if 
not collapsing --> skip 
[3 collapsing --> 
start, collapsed := grouped ;
Fit ( MINWINDOW, start) 
end if 
end procedure 
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10.  P ragmat ics  and  conc lus ion  
I0.I. Usage 
The first version of the C6page system was implemented on IBM 3081 hardware, 
under MVS/TSO. It uses IBM 3279 terminals, and takes advantage of the seven 
colors and various special effects (reverse video, etc.) available on these terminals 
to display a clear picture of the document. For example, a syntactic type name like 
(statement) is displayed in a different color depending on whether it represents a 
non-refined operand or an operand which has been refined but must be abstracted 
for lack of space. 
The system is currently being rewritten and expanded for Vax-Unix and especially 
for SUN workstations, which provide a nice environment for such software (high- 
resolution screen, availability of various type fonts, mouse, etc.). 
The IBM version uses the display algorithm described in this paper (with some 
minor differences for list nodes). We have found the results to be up to our 
expectations; the algorithm displays what we would like it to. We feel that this is 
a strong case for the fully automatic pretty-printing strategy which we adopted when 
designing C6page: the display policy is determined by the system solely from the 
grammar, using universal rules (of course, the designer of a grammar may add 
provisions corresponding to special formating requirements). 
10.2. Focus management 
The only serious problem which appeared in actual usage of the display algorithm 
was connected not with the algorithm itself, but with the way it is used by the rest 
of the system. 
The display procedures are called by the editor with two arguments: a screen 
area s and a focus f Sometimes the focus chosen was not the best possible one. 
This is because the focus was determined rather conservatively by the editor, so as 
to be close or identical to the user's logical "focus of interest" (e.g., if the user 
requests a refinement, he node being refined). In some cases this results in the 
display not providing enough context. In principle, the solution is simple: choose 
a focus higher in the tree. The reason a more conservative policy was used was the 
fear that, in some cases, the user might get stuck by being unable to force the display 
algorithm to show details he needs to see (e.g. an operand which he wants to refine 
or explore but whose father in the tree always gets abstracted). 
The solution which is currently being implemented relies on the following two 
techniques: 
- Using more boldly the possibility of assigning widely differing "shares" to the 
various nodes (Section 6.5), so that a node can become a "wp" ,  even if it is far 
down from the focus, by receiving a high share; 
- Dividing the display process into two phases; the first (see Section 4) calls 
procedures Decorate, Measure, Fit; the second, Buildtext and Display. The editor 
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will perform the first phase using an "optimistic" focus, high in the tree. Before 
performing the second phase, i.e. the actual display, it will test whether any "wP" 
node has been abstracted and, if so, will go down to a more conservative focus. 
Of course, care should be taken to adopt a strategy which will result in the target 
being hit on the first try most of the time. 
10.3. Implementation 
Crpage has been implemented in Pascal; the resulting program includes about 
6200 lines, of which about one third are devoted to the display algorithms ketched 
here. There is also about 4000 lines of supporting software, essentially the Gescran 
package for screen management [2] and associated tools, mostly in Fortran 77. 
We have not performed precise time measurements on the algorithm; in practical 
usage, the real-time response to all requests was immediate, with no observable delay. 
10.4. On methodology 
One of the essential driving forces in the design of the algorithm described here 
was a constant concern for simplicity. We hope this goal has been reached. 
The algorithm was conceived as the system was still at the specification and global 
design stage and described in a first version of this paper [13], written long before 
any code was produced. The only new concept added since then is the formalization 
of the "calculus of windows" (Section 5) which occurred to us as we were writing 
this second version. The various invariants and abstract properties were there from 
the beginning, and we feel that they helped us significantly in getting the design 
and the code right. 
The "calculus" was initially added just for explanatory purposes, but took more 
importance as we were improving this paper and in fact made it possible to find 
the solution to the problem of languages with built-in line breaks (Section 8.5). This 
problem had not been evidenced by the first implementation, which we only tested 
on free-format languages, and when we first discovered it we feared it might require 
complete re-design of the algorithm; it was thus a relief to find that the simple 
solution of Section 8.5 is obtained by a minor change to procedure Measure and 
fits well into the overall picture. The calculus also allowed us to simplify and improve 
the algorithm for lists (Section 9). 
The approach followed for the design of this algorithm might be called "the poor 
man's formal specifications"; it entails using semi-formal assertions and invariants 
for the design of algorithms; for the design of the system as a whole, we also used 
pieces of formal specification, using elements first from the Z specification language 
[1], then from the M Method [14], which emphasizes modular descriptions (since 
the first implementation was completed, an almost complete formal specification 
has been written in M and will serve as a basis for the next implementation). 
When describing our approach as "semi-formal", we mean "as formal as one 
needs to be to get the job done well"; the aim is to obtain the best possible cost-benefit 
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ratio, where the cost is the effort put into specification and global design, and the 
benefit is quality of the resulting software and speed of implementation (the detailed 
design and coding of C6page were performed by one of us, JMN, in ten weeks). 
We think that such a moderately formal approach is representative of what can 
be achieved today, without undue effort, in applying modern software engineering 
techniques to the design of realistic software. 
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